Introduction
Consider the ubiquitous linear time-invariant system defined, in continuous and discrete with XEX:=[W", the state, u E qL: = OX"', the control, d EU~:= Iwq, the (exogenous) disturbance, and z E Y: = W', the controlled output. In the disturbance decoupling problem we are asked for a control such that in the closed loop system the disturbance has no influence on the controlled output.
The basic theory of this problem and its many variations has been the subject of numerous papers in the control journals (see Wonham [ l,Ch.4.5] and Willems& Commault [2] for pointers and references to this literature). Recently this theory has been extended to treat the case when disturbance decoupling is possible up to any desired degree of accuracy. This extension uses the notion of almost invariant subspaces and is described in full detail in Willems [3.4, 5] .
In the present paper we will give conditions under which disturbance decoupling is possible when knowledge of the whole disturbance trajectory d is available to the controller. We think of this as (a form of complete) feedforward control:
there is a mechanism for measuring the disturbance ahead of time and communicating it to the controller. One of the purposes of this paper is to relate feedforward control to approximate disturbance decoupling and to control policies using differentiators (PID-control) and predictors.
We will use common notation for C, Iw, Z. Iw + : = (0. oo), etc. Furthermore. C" denotes the infinitely differentiable functions -their (co)domain will always be obvious from the context. We say that a mapf with domain R or Z has /e/r (righ) compuct support if 3/,, such that f( /) = 0 for I < I, (I > r,, We will call this a jeedfordward conrrol law with kernel ~'7. We will say that ~7 is rational if its Laplace transform is rational (in which case support YTC[O. cc) and ~i(l)=Z~=,,F,6"')(/)+ F(r) with F ;1 Bohl function and 6 the Dirac delta). Analogously in the discrete time case we will call
(ii) sfafe /eedback:
or the discrete time analogue. finite rc?ndobc-predictive confrol:
Consider the control law (4),. This yields the closed loop system which has the closed loop inpulse response W,: 1 E 02 + u He',+' + RF" G. Following [4] we will say that (I )R may be almosf (or approximafelv) disturbonce decoupled using a state feedback control law if QF > 0 3 F such that /OzII WF(f)II dr Q F. Our purpose is to give conditions for the solvability of the various disturbance decoupling problems given above and to show their interrelation. Finally, we mention the following relations among the various subspaces introduced:
The main results
The results of this paper are: Theorem 1. Consider Z,. Then the following sraremems are equivalent: (i) im G C'\zkert,.
(ii) Z, admits 'a disturbance insensitive Irajectoty, (iii) Z, may be disturbance decoupled using feedfoward control. (iv) Z, rnyv be disturbance decoupled using a PID control law, (VI 2, ma.s be almost disturbance decoupled using a state /eedback control 1~1~'.
The discrete time version gives us the following expected analogy: Theorem 2. Consider Iz. Then the following statements are equivalenr:
(i).
(ii) and (iii) of Theorem 1.
(iv) Z, may be disturbance decoupled using a control Ian* o/ the !,*pe (4),.
Bringing in stability, or, more generally, pole placement, yields the following refinements. We will say that pole placement holds if for any symmetric subset of C, with at least one point on the real axis, there exists Fin a given class such that a( A + BF) C C,q. We will say that e ' 4 +RF)' has an arbirrag-rate of decas if this holds for any C, of the type C,q = (X EC 1 ResG M).
Theorem 3. Consider the system Z,. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) im G C clr\ ; ,..+,, (ii) 2, may be disturbance decoupled using a PD control law. (iii) (assume (A, B) controllable) X, ma-v be disturbance decoupled using a PID control law n-ith pole placement on A + BF, (iv) (assume (A. B) controllable) 1, ma.v be approximate&v disturbance decoupled using a state feedhack control law and requiring an arbitrar) rate of deca.v on e' A iBF)r.
An analogous theorem holds (without (iv)) for Z, and with in (ii) a finite window predictive control law. Finally, it is of interest to note the following interpretation of $4 zerl, (we state only the continuous time case): Theorem 4. Consider 2,. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) imGC$ti* kcrlf' (ii) 2, may be disturbance decoupled both b-s using a PD and a state /eedback control /uN~, (iii) 2, mqv be disturbance decoupled using a state jeedhack control lars with pole placement on ( A + BF ).
5. Discussion 5.1. Theorem I shows an interesting connection between feedforward control, PID control, and high gain feedback as it results in approximate disturbance decoupling (41. We also note that it follows from the theorem that there exists any disturbance decoupling feedforward control law (i.e. any (nonlinear time-varying) map :T: d E Cy HU E Cy such that the (unique) solution x E CT to ( l)R yields ; = Hx = 0) iff there exists a PID control law or. as is easily seen to be equivalent, a rational convolution operator feedforward control law.
5.2. The maximal order of the differentiation, N, in the required PID control law is given by the smallest N such that, in the notation of (ACSA)'. im G C src,: -t-'l\~~j,,. This yields the known results in the cases N = 0 and N = 1. An analogous statement holds for Xz. All this indicates once more that differentiation should be considered as a predictive element even ihough it is hard to justify this formally.
5.3. In the continuous time case the unbounded nature of the differentiators is an intrinsic feature of the problem and cannot be traded for example for a smooth non-causal control law of the type u(t) = jl+zF( t -T)d ( 7) H(ls -A)-'G in the unknown matrix X(S). If we now make the (generic) assumption that there exists F(S) such that F(s)( I + C( IS -A)-'BX(s)) = X(S) then we may conclude that there also exists a PID feedback control law which disturbance decouples for i = Ax f Bu + gd, y = Cx, z = Hx. A similar result holds for the discrete time case but considering predictive elements in a feedback configuration poses some conceptual difficulties, however. 
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